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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze the performance of
the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI),
launched in October 2006 on board METOP-A, for the monitoring of carbon monoxide (CO) during extreme fire events,
focusing on the record-breaking fires which devastated thousands of square kilometers of forest in Greece during the
last week (23–30) of August 2007. After an assessment of
the quality of the profiles retrieved using the Fast Optimal
Retrievals on Layers for IASI (FORLI) algorithm, the information provided on fire emissions and subsequent pollution outflow is discussed. Large CO plumes were observed
above the Mediterranean Basin and North Africa, with total
CO columns exceeding 24×1018 molecules/cm2 and absolute volume mixing ratios up to 4 ppmv on the 25 August. Up
to 30×1018 molecules/cm2 and 22 ppmv in the lower troposphere are retrieved close to the fires above the Peloponnese,
but with larger uncertainty. The average root-mean-square
(RMS) difference between simulated and observed spectra
is close to the estimated radiometric noise level, slightly
increasing (by ∼14%) in the fresh fire plumes. CO profiles are retrieved with a vertical resolution of about 8 km,
with ∼1.7 pieces of independent information on the vertical in the region considered and a maximum sensitivity in
the free troposphere (∼4–5 km). Using the integrated total
amount, the increase in CO burden due to these fires is estimated to 0.321 Tg, ∼40% of the total annual anthropogenic
emissions in Greece. The patterns of these CO enhance-
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ments are in good agreement with the aerosol optical depth
(AOD) retrieved from the MODIS measurements, highlighting a rapid transport of trace gases and aerosols across the
Mediterranean Basin (less than one day). While the coarse
vertical resolution will not allow the location of the exact
plume height, the large CO enhancements observed in the
lower troposphere are consistent with the maximum aerosol
backscatter coefficient at ∼2 km detected by the CALIPSO
lidar in space (CALIOP).

1

Introduction

In addition to being devastating for local ecosystems and
economies, wildfires significantly alter air quality, sometimes on regional to hemispheric scales, and are an important component of the climate system. Biomass burning is,
indeed, now recognized to be a major contribution to the
global emissions of trace gases and aerosols, not only in the
tropics but also in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g. Andreae
and Merlet, 2001). Several studies have highlighted the importance of emissions from wildfires in the boreal regions
of the Northern Hemisphere (e.g. Kasischke et al., 2005).
Often burning for several weeks, they constitute extremely
large perturbations (e.g. Turquety et al., 2007), which can increase the background level of relatively long lived species
on hemispheric scales and explain most of the interannual
variability in the surface observations (e.g. Wotawa et al.,
2001; Szopa et al., 2007). In the mid-latitudes, wildfires,
mainly accidental or criminal fires, are often burning close to
inhabited regions, and efforts are deployed to rapidly control
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them. But they remain critical for regional air quality. On average for the 2000–2006 time period, biomass burning contributed to ∼5 Tg of CO per year in Europe according to
the widely used Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED)
version 2 (van der Werf et al., 2006). This appears to be
small compared to the estimated total of ∼82 Tg/year emitted
by anthropogenic activities in the same region according to
the EDGAR 3.2 FT2000 inventory (Olivier and Berdowski,
2001). However, since more than 70% of the burning occurs
between June and September, their impact becomes critical
during the summer.
Southern Europe and the Mediterranean basin are regularly affected by forest fires which can burn thousands of
hectares in a few days. The summer of 2007 was among
the worst fire seasons of the past decades in Europe. Figure 1
shows the number of fire hotspots detected from space by the
ESA Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) World Fire
Atlas (Arino et al., 2007). Fires were most severe in Greece,
with a total of 3138 km2 burned according to the provisional
data from the European Commission Joint Research Center
(JRC) (EFFIS Forest Fires in Europe 2007 report, 2008). The
largest fires burned at the end of August in the Peloponnese
(5 fires burned ∼1700 km2 ) and in Euboea, North of Athens
(2 fires burned ∼250 km2 ). Although the number of fires was
similar to previous years, the severity of the burning events
was much larger due to several heat waves in the preceding weeks, extended droughts and strong winds. With the
expected increase of such hot and dry episodes as a result
of climate change (Schär et al., 2004; Meehl and Tebaldi,
2004), it becomes urgent to better evaluate and account for
wildfire emissions in the analyses of air quality and regional
climate change.
The location of the fires (hotspots) is monitored by several
space-borne remote sensors, e.g. ATSR (Arino et al., 2007)
and the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS, Justice et al., 2002). Nevertheless, the extent of the
areas which actually burned remains subject to large uncertainties (e.g. Giglio et al., 2006), the corresponding emissions
are difficult to evaluate accurately (e.g. Kasischke and Penner, 2004) and the vertical transport processes above these
large sources are not well understood. These are all critical parameters for the simulation of the impact of wildfires
by chemistry and transport models that need to be better understood (e.g. Turquety et al., 2007; Damoah et al., 2006;
Fromm and Servranckx, 2003).
Atmospheric observations of trace gases and aerosols in
the fire plumes are necessary to evaluate model simulations
of their effects and, eventually, infer top-down corrections on
emissions inventories (e.g. Henze et al., 2004; Pfister et al.,
2005; Arellano et al., 2006). Space-based observations are
particularly valuable since they allow the monitoring of pollution transport with good spatial and temporal resolution.
However, in order to have confidence in these top-down constraints, it is absolutely crucial to have good knowledge of
the quality of the observations used. But validation exercises
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

Fig. 1. Fire hotspots detected by the AATSR satellite instrument during the summer of 2007 (July–August) summed over a
0.5◦ ×0.5◦ grid.

based on the available surface or in situ observations are often representative of background conditions and are rarely
located within pollution plumes, and precise information on
the performance of the retrievals in highly polluted conditions is not provided. In this paper, we analyze the performance of the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer
(IASI) for the monitoring of the emission and transport of
carbon monoxide (CO) in such highly polluted conditions.
Therefore, we focus our analysis on the large Greek fire event
at the end of August 2007.
With a lifetime of the order of several weeks in the free troposphere, CO is one of the main tracers of long-range transport of pollution. It is produced as a result of incomplete
combustion and the oxidation of methane and non-methane
hydrocarbons (NMHC) and is principally removed by reaction with OH. It is currently regulated by air quality standards
worldwide as a major ozone precursor. It also contributes
to climate change through its effect on ozone and methane
chemistry. It is observed by several satellite borne instruments either from measurements in the thermal infrared (IR)
or in the near-IR spectral range (e.g. Turquety et al., 2008).
The most recent is IASI, launched in October 2006 on board
the first of the three successive METOP satellites (METOPA) which will provide 15 years of consistent measurements.
IASI is a nadir-looking high resolution IR sounder developed
by CNES in collaboration with EUMETSAT for an accurate
observation of temperature and water vapor, aiming at improving operational weather forecasting. It also allows the
monitoring of several IR absorbing species, summarized in
Clerbaux et al. (2009), in particular CO discussed in this paper and evaluated on a global scale in George et al. (2009).
One of the most important improvements compared to other
existing IR sounders is the excellent horizontal coverage allowed by its across-track swath width of 2200 km providing
twice daily global coverage.
Signatures from biomass burning are one of the main features of the global CO distributions observed from space (e.g.
Lamarque et al., 2003; Edwards et al., 2004; Turquety et al.,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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2007; McMillan et al., 2008; Yurganov et al., 2008), both due
to the large CO concentrations resulting from these fires and
to the fact that the fire plumes are often rapidly transported
toward the free troposphere, where the IR remote sensors are
the most sensitive (e.g. Turquety et al., 2007, 2008). Here,
we discuss the performance of the IASI CO retrieval in such
extreme pollution cases. After a general description of the
Fast Optimal Retrievals on Layers for IASI (FORLI) algorithm, we evaluate its performance for the study of fire plume
events. We then discuss the information provided on the
corresponding emissions and subsequent transport of pollution. Therefore, we explore the correlations between CO and
aerosols in these plumes based on the MODIS aerosol optical
depth (AOD), widely used for the monitoring of fire smoke,
and the vertical soundings from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on board CALIPSO
(Cloud Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations). These comparisons will allow a combined analysis of the transport pathways of trace gases and aerosols, as
well as an evaluation of the information provided by IASI on
plume height. This study will be a first step towards an analysis of the interactions between aerosols and photochemistry.
2
2.1

IASI CO retrieval
IASI observations and forward problem

IASI is recording IR spectra with a spectral resolution of
0.5 cm−1 apodized, sampled at 0.25 cm−1 , extending from
645 to 2760 cm−1 . In addition, its low radiometric noise, estimated before launch to 0.2–0.35 K noise equivalent delta
temperature (NeDT), slightly improved on flight, allows the
retrieval of a series of IR absorbing species (Clerbaux et al.,
2009). 120 spectra are recorded along each swath, allowing
global coverage twice daily (Sun synchronous orbit with a
09:30 equator local crossing time for the ascending node),
with a small field of view of 2×2 circular pixels, each of
12 km footprint diameter at nadir.
IASI spectra may be simulated using radiative transfer
equations, modeled by a direct function F (forward model
in the following), so that the measurement vector y may be
written:
y = F (x, b) .

(1)

The parameter x corresponds to the state of the atmosphere
(state vector) which will be more specifically analyzed, and
b groups all other parameters which will influence the IR
radiation: meteorological and chemical information on the
state of the atmosphere (other than x), plus the spectroscopic database and the instrumental characteristics. In the
inverse problem, x becomes the retrieved parameters, and b
the “fixed” parameters.
A specific software has been developed at Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB) to handle as fast as possible all the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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IASI spectra. It is based on the Atmosphit code (e.g. Coheur
et al., 2005) and uses appropriate approximations and precomputed look-up tables (LUT). Running on 76 CPUs it is
able to handle a whole day of data in about 1 h using the operational Eumetcast Level 2 temperature and humidity profiles. The code can accommodate temperature and humidity
profiles coming from various sources/models.
In the thermal IR, CO absorbs radiation in the 1-0 rotationvibration band centered at 4.7 µm (2128 cm−1 ), which is
clearly visible by IASI in the 2050–2190 cm−1 spectral region (see Fig. 2). The main interfering trace gases in this
spectral range are H2 O, N2 O, O3 and CO2 , but the CO signal is dominant for most of the band, and is observed at all
times and all latitudes (except over Antarctica where the signal can become too low – these data are filtered out). The
residual between the forward calculation and the actual IASI
measurement is used to adjust the CO profiles in the retrieval
process (see following section).
2.2

Retrieval algorithm

The FORLI-CO software used for our retrieval of CO vertical profiles is based on the optimal estimation method (OEM)
described by Rodgers (2000). It minimizes the difference between the observation and simulation by iteratively updating
the state vector (set of unknown parameters). Since more
than one solution could fit the observations (ill-posed problem), it is necessary to constrain the results with a priori information containing both the averaged value expected, x a ,
and allowed variability around this average given by a covariance matrix Sa . The OEM then gives the optimal solution
for the state vector x to be retrieved, given a measurement y,
with error covariance Sε , and a forward model ŷ=F (x). The
solution can be found by iteratively applying:



(2)
x̂ i+1 = x a + Dy y − F x̂ i − Ki (x a − x̂ i )
with

−1
−1
Dy = Ŝi KTi S−1
and Ŝi+1 = KTi+1 S−1
ε
ε Ki+1 + Sa
where Ki =(∂F /∂x)i is the Jacobian at state x i , KTi is its
transpose, and x̂ i+1 is the updated state vector. The matrix
Dy is known as the matrix of contribution functions. The
error covariance of the solution is given by Ŝi+1 . The iteration starts with some initial estimate of the state, chosen to
be the a priori information x a , of covariance Sa , and terminates when convergence has been reached (less than seven
iterations typically required).
The retrieval error is the sum of three main components:


(3)
x̂ − x = (I − A) (x − x a ) + Gε + GKb b − b̂ ,
with A=∂ x̂/∂x=GK, the averaging kernel matrix characterizing the sensitivity of the retrieval to the true profile, and
Kb =∂F /∂b, the sensitivity of the radiative transfer to the
parameters b. In Eq. (3), the first term then represents a
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009
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Fig. 2. Example of IASI spectrum simulation (in brightness temperature) around the CO absorption band for a standard atmosphere
and average CO profile (top panel). The signatures from the main
absorbing species in this spectral region are shown in the bottom
panel in brightness temperature difference. The limits of the region
used for the CO retrieval are highlighted in red.

“smoothing” error, due to the lack of vertical sensitivity of
the instrument, the second term is the measurement error and
the third one is the model parameters error. The smoothing
error is usually the dominant source of uncertainty for CO retrieval (Barret et al., 2005). The measurement error and the
error due to the temperature profile are typically twice lower
than the smoothing error and of the same order of magnitude.
Note however that error due to the temperature profile may
be larger in fire plumes but it is difficult to quantify in the
absence of specific in situ observations. In the following, we
will therefore discuss primarily the averaging kernels associated with the retrievals to evaluate the smoothing error. They
also provide valuable information on the vertical resolution
(full width at half maximum) and the number of independent
pieces of information in the profiles or degrees of freedom
for signal (DOFS):
DOFS = trace (A)

(4)

As already mentioned, the direct computations of the spectra are based on LUT’s that have a spectral oversampling
of 10 (e.g. sampling of 2.5×10−3 cm−1 ). These tables are
pre-computed on a logarithmic grid in pressure (4.5×10−5 to
1 atm), a linear grid in temperature (162.8 to 322.64 K) and
eventually a linear grid in humidity (for water vapor lines),
and interpolated on-the-fly.
The radiative transfer includes the influence of the average downward flux from the atmosphere “unabsorbed” by
the grey surface and the reflected solar radiance. The latter is
essential above the sea surface in situations of sun-glint.
The derivatives with respect to the vertical distribution
of species are computed analytically. As the main timeconsuming step of the computations is the convolution by
the instrumental lineshape (ILS), the bottleneck of the reAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

trieval process remains the calculation of the Jacobians
Ki =(∂F /∂x)i . In order to avoid any excursion of the profiles in negative concentrations we are working in logarithmic space during the iterative process, the final iteration results being given in the normal units.
The spectral region used for the CO retrieval is limited to the R branch of the absorption band from 2143 to
2181.25 cm−1 . This avoids interferences due to ozone (see
Fig. 1) and minimizes the impact of the weak lines from the
latter and possibly other absorbing species. However the
spectrum is computed between 2128 and 2206 cm−1 , also
useful to avoid side effects when convoluting by the ILS.
The measurement vector y then includes 154 IASI channels. The measurement error covariance matrix Sε was chosen to be a diagonal matrix, with elements corresponding to
the expected radiometric noise in the spectral region used,
2.00×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr) (Clerbaux et al., 2009).
The a priori was constructed using a database of observations including aircraft profiles during take-off and landing
from the MOZAIC (Measurement of OZone and water vapor by AIrbus in-service airCraft) program (Nedelec et al.,
2003), and ACE-FTS satellite observations in the upper troposphere and above (Clerbaux et al., 2005), complemented
with distributions from the LMDz-INCA global model (Turquety et al., 2008) in order to have a matrix representative of
both background and polluted conditions. The a priori error
(square root of the variance, i.e. diagonal of the covariance
matrix) reaches a maximum at the first level (0–1 km) with
a variability of ∼65% around the a priori profile, and decreases progressively to ∼35% in the 4–10 km levels. It then
slightly increases in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere
(∼40%).
Forward simulation of the IASI radiances requires a reasonable knowledge of the state of the atmosphere, in particular for the surface parameters (temperature, pressure and
emissivity) as well as for temperature and water vapor profiles. Since the IASI operational retrievals for water vapor and temperature became available only from October
2007, temperature and humidity profiles from the analysis
of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are used for the analysis of IASI spectra in
summer 2007. These are 6 hourly data from the operational
analysis, provided at horizontal resolution 1.125◦ ×1.125◦
and on 21 levels. The analyses are then interpolated to the
IASI measurement location and time. The surface temperature is retrieved from the IASI spectra using the atmospheric
windows. In addition, surface emissivity from a climatology
based on MODIS/Terra satellite observations (Wan, 2008) is
used.
Here, the state vector x we are interested in is the CO profile, retrieved on up to 19 levels from the surface to the top of
the atmosphere. Additional fitted parameters include a water
vapor profile, CO2 and N2 O total columns as well as surface
temperature. Since the IASI field of view allows a good horizontal resolution and sampling, we have chosen to analyze
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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Fig. 3. IASI daytime (left panels) and nighttime (right panels) distributions on 25 August 2007 of the total column of CO retrievals (top
panels), the degrees of freedom for signal (DOFS) characterizing the profile retrievals (middle panels), and the contribution from the first
two levels to this DOFS (bottom panels), all interpolated on a 0.2◦ ×0.2◦ grid. The white areas correspond to rejected data (mostly cloudy
pixels) and regions not sounded by IASI (white triangles to the south of the region correspond to the end of the instrument’s swaths for the
orbits crossing the region at that time).

only the cloud free pixels, without any cloud clearing in the
retrieval. Therefore, a cloud filter based on the comparison of the brightness temperatures at 11 and 12 µm (BT11
and BT12) with the skin temperature (T s) extracted from
ECMWF analysis (collocated with IASI measurements) is
used. To calculate BT11 and BT12, the average temperatures are estimated for channels in the spectral ranges 900–
905 cm−1 and the 843–845 cm−1 , respectively (Hadji-Lazaro
et al., 2001). We consider spectra as cloud-free when differences between Ts and BT11 and BT12 are lower than 15 K
in absolute value.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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3.1

Using IASI CO retrievals to track the long-range
transport of pollution from large fires over the
Mediterranean basin
Performance of the IASI retrieval in highly polluted
conditions

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the total CO column retrievals (sum of partial columns) for the 25 August 2007,
when the largest plume was observed, as well as the corresponding number of independent information on the vertical
profile (DOFS, Eq. 4) and the contribution from the lower
troposphere to this DOFS. For both daytime and nighttime
retrievals, clear enhancements are observed above the regions of fires (Greece, Albany and Italy during the day) as
well as above the Mediterranean Basin. Large fire plumes
originating from the Greek fires are observed at night over
the Central Basin, while emissions from fires in Italy were
less efficiently exported.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009
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Fig. 4. CO profiles (left panel) retrieved for four different situations: close to emissions above the continent (Peloponnese) during the day,
within the plume over the sea during the night, and outside of the plume above land during the day and sea during the night (background).
The errorbars correspond to the retrieval error. The cyan line shows the a priori profile and associated error. Note that the CO mixing ratios
are reported on a log scale. For each profile, the corresponding total column is given in the legend (in 1018 molecules/cm2 ) and the averaging
kernels characterizing the retrieval are shown in the right-hand-side (same color code).

For all the days considered, the CO columns outside the
fire plumes appear lower above sea than above land during
the day, and lower during the night than during the day above
land. This is explained by the different thermal contrasts
(Clerbaux et al., 2009): the continental surface is significantly warmer than the sea surface, and rapidly cools during the night. This results in higher sensitivity to the lower
troposphere during the day above land, while the sensitivity
above sea remains similar (Fig. 3). Therefore, we will here
always consider daytime and nighttime measurements separately. DOFS vary between ∼1.8 over land during the day in
Southern Europe (reaching more than 2 over deserts but with
large associated errors) and ∼1.6 over the sea.
Examples of profile retrievals and associated averaging
kernels are plotted on Fig. 4 for four different situations, either within the fire plume (at different stages of the transport) or for background conditions. Extremely large CO
mixing ratios are found for this event; we measured up to
22 ppmv close to the fires (but subject to large uncertainties
as discussed below) and 4 ppmv in the transported plume.
The latter is up to two orders of magnitude larger than the
a priori and background profiles. As a comparison, Hobbs
et al. (2003) reported up to 3.9 ppmv CO in the fire plumes
from in situ measurements close to savanna fires in South
Africa. Even though burned vegetations are very different
(for example, emission factor for savanna is estimated to
65 g CO/kg dry matter, and to 107 g CO/dry matter for extratropical forests, Andreae and Merlet, 2001), these observations show that the extreme concentrations obtained from the
IASI data remain realistic in the case of large fires. Such extreme CO concentrations have, to our best knowledge, never
been measured before from satellites.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

The averaging kernels for the different selected situations
show that the profiles have a vertical resolution of ∼8 km.
The sensitivity reaches a maximum around 5 km for all cases,
with a secondary peak around 12 km. The sensitivity rapidly
decreases towards the surface. Over land, the thermal contrast is usually higher so that the instrument is more sensitive to the first levels (see example in Fig. 4 in the Athens
area). Such cut-off of the averaging kernels in the lower troposphere, also visible (but with lower importance) in the fire
plume above sea, suggests that CO may still be underestimated in the latter retrievals.
Note that the retrieval error (error bars in Fig. 4), derived
from the retrieval error covariance matrix (Eq. 2), does not
increase significantly in the fire plumes. For the examples
considered, it varies between 36 ppbv above land during the
day and 47 ppbv above the sea at night (∼30% of background mixing ratios) for the first retrieval level (0–1 km),
and it remains close to 10 ppbv in the free troposphere for
all cases (∼10% of background mixing ratios). These stable and relatively low errors for the retrievals within the fire
plume are somewhat inconsistent with the larger root-meansquare (RMS) error of the differences between observed and
fitted spectra (or residuals), plotted in Fig. 5. These highlight
larger uncertainty in the fire plumes, especially close to the
emissions, with an apparent underestimate of the retrieved
CO.
The retrieval error covariance matrix mainly depends on
the measurement error and on the a priori covariance matrices, and does not account for two of the main error sources:
the smoothing error (associated with the vertical sensitivity) and the errors resulting from uncertainties on surface
temperature retrievals and on the temperature profile used.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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Fig. 5. Examples of residuals (observed – fitted spectra) for the
three of the four examples of Fig. 4 (one background and two
fire situations: one over land and one over sea). For each example, the corresponding RMS error is indicated in the legend (in
10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr)).

Although the averaging kernels show decreasing sensitivity to the lower levels in the fire plumes, the corresponding
smoothing error remains close to that estimated for background retrievals (around 30% for the first level). The fact
that the retrieval in highly polluted conditions has such limited sensitivity is still not well understood. Forward simulations show that even in this kind of large pollution events,
there is no saturation of the CO lines. A combination of several factors could explain the largest uncertainties. Enhanced
vertical mixing above the fires could lower the thermal contrast, and particular conditions in the fire plumes could induce significantly larger uncertainty of the ancillary parameters used in the inversion. In particular, surface and atmospheric temperatures could be significantly modified close to
fires. The large aerosol concentrations in the fire plumes
could also impact the retrieval quality, although signature
from aerosols remains small in the CO band. These uncertainties are difficult to evaluate without specific independent
observations, ideally from in situ sampling.
Another important aspect is that the extreme cases observed during fire events are not well represented in the a priori covariance matrix Sa . This means that the retrieval could
be biased towards the a priori, and therefore underestimated.
This bias is difficult to quantify, and, again would need to be
fully assessed using independent in situ observations. For a
first evaluation of the performance of the retrieval, we chose
to rely on the RMS of the residuals.
The RMS, as well as the mean differences (bias expressed
as a percentage of the total RMS), are given in Fig. 6. The
RMS reflects both the error due to radiometric noise (random
error, estimated to 2.00×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr)) and due to
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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the forward model parameters (CO but also the parameters
b in Eq. (1), for instance the temperature and water vapor
profiles or aerosol contamination). Such systematic error is
expected to result in a bias. Retrievals over land are characterized by higher RMS, especially for daytime measurements due to stronger signal. The largest errors correspond
to retrievals over deserts and are likely due to the presence
of sand (uncertainties on reflectance and emissivity pattern).
In the following, these cases are filtered out by only considering retrievals with RMS<3.5×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr) (a
value chosen in order to remove the largest errors while keeping the fire plumes). During the day, this filter removes 40%
of the observations over land and 1% over sea (in the region
considered here), and only 2.5% and 0.05% over land and
sea, respectively, during the night. Larger RMS is also visible
on the West side of the Mediterranean Basin, corresponding
to a high bias, which could be explained by contamination of
the spectra associated with the transport of Saharan dust. The
retrievals in the fire plume, especially those close to the emission region (here the Peloponnese) are also characterized by
slightly larger RMS, but associated with a low bias.
The performance in terms of residual during the entire
time period (23–30 August 2007) is summarized in Table 1.
The overall RMS is ∼2×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr), with less
than 3% due to a bias, which remains very close to the expected radiometric noise. The error is larger over land than
over sea both during the day and during the night, and is
largest over land during the day. This is mainly explained
by the larger error over North Africa, not completely removed by the RMS filter. No correlation was found between
RMS and CO amount in the retrieval, showing that the performance is similar in the plumes and in background conditions. However, in the strong enhancements associated with
the biomass burning plumes, the RMS tends to be slightly
larger (2.3×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr)), and a bias can appear
close to the emissions (Figs. 5 and 6).
In order to better understand the sources of uncertainty
in the retrievals, four hypotheses have been tested: too low
a priori variability for such extreme events; too low noise
level for this region; aerosol contamination; inhomogeneity
of the IASI pixel. According to the preliminary analyses conducted, the larger RMS is most probably due to increased
inhomogeneity in the IASI pixel within the fire plumes. Further studies are required in order to better estimate these inhomogeneities for different situations as well as their impact
on the CO retrievals. The retrievals are also very sensitive
to the temperature and water vapor profiles used. A water
vapour profile is fitted in order to avoid too large impact of
this parameter on the retrievals. However, since our retrieval
is based on the ECMWF meteorological fields, uncertainties
may remain.
A complementary evaluation of the retrieval error based
on independent measurements and on the global scale is performed by George et al. (2009) in a companion paper. In the
absence of available coincident in situ observations for this
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3 but for the RMS error between the observed and the fitted spectrum and the percentage RMS explained by a bias.
Table 1. Summary of the performance of the fit in terms of residual RMS and bias (see text for details). For each case, the average and
standard deviation over the region of reference (cf. Fig. 2) is provided.
Total CO

RMS
(1018 molecules/cm2 )

Bias
(10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr))

(% RMS)

Night

Land
Plume*
Sea
Plume*

1.80±0.34
5.71±1.39
1.91±0.86
3.72±3.73

2.07±0.52
2.40±0.58
1.79±0.27
1.97±0.3

0.68±5.15
−2.30±5.98
5.55±4.34
2.99±7.43

Day

Land
Plume*
Sea
Plume*

2.05±0.70
4.56±2.30
1.93±0.48
4.43±2.43

2.40±0.57
2.80±0.43
1.74±0.26
1.91±0.29

1.66±5.62
1.42±5.60
5.05±5.37
5.49±5.36

∗ The plume is defined as columns CO exceeding 3×1018 molecules/cm2 .

time period, we have compared the results over our region of
interest with CO v3 retrievals from the MOPITT/Terra observations in the thermal IR. MOPITT and IASI retrievals have
similar characteristics with, in particular, maximum sensitivity in the free troposphere (Deeter et al., 2003). Moreover, overpass times for Terra are close to those of METOP
(09:30 equator local crossing time for METOP, 10:30 for
Terra), allowing direct comparisons. Results for the 2007
Greek burning event are consistent with the global comparisons between the two CO products (George et al., 2009):
while the large-scale patterns are in good general agreement, IASI CO is on average 35% higher than MOPITT for
the elevated CO concentrations (IASI columns larger than
3×1018 molecules/cm2 ), i.e. in the pollution plumes, and
12% lower for background values (IASI columns less than
2×1018 molecules/cm2 ). Part of these discrepancies could
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

be explained by the different horizontal resolution of the instruments (22 km×22 km for MOPITT and 12 km diameter
for IASI), especially above inhomogeneous scenes. Note
also that MOPITT observations in the bulk of the plume
were generally rejected during the data processing (no retrieval), either because the cloud detection has mistaken large
aerosol loadings with cloud-contaminated data or due to specific problems in the processing that filters out some high CO
values. A new version of the MOPITT retrieval algorithm is
currently being developed at NCAR in order to reduce the
apparent high bias (between 5 and 7% on the total column)
of the background retrievals, already established by comparisons with in situ observations (Emmons et al., 2007), and
improve retrieval within high pollution plumes (M. Deeter,
personal communication, 2008).
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Fig. 7. IASI nighttime total CO retrievals for two days during the fire event: on 23 August 2007, at the beginning of the fire event (left),
and on the 25th, after the most intense burning (right). The black boxes show the areas in which the CO burden related to the fires has been
calculated, and the blue boxes on the 23rd show the area used to determine the average background value (CO column without the fires).

In spite of the additional difficulty associated with the retrievals in highly polluted wildfire plumes and the lack of validation data, the quality of our retrieval is reliable enough to
allow a qualitative analysis above fires and quantitative analysis in fresh plumes and further downwind. In the following
sections, we explore the information provided by IASI on the
emissions and the long range transport of pollution above the
Mediterranean associated with these large Greek fires.
3.2

Top-down information on CO emissions

The purpose of this section is to compare our observations
of the additional CO burden to currently available processbased bottom-up inventories. The MODIS fire detection
shows that most fires burned during approximately 7 days,
starting on 23 until 30 August 2007. We calculate the CO
emitted by the fires by evaluating the CO burden above background in the main fire plumes, directly after the largest fires
in the Peloponnese. This simplified method can be applied
in good approximation because strong North-Easterly wind
rapidly exported the emitted pollution across the sea towards
North Africa. We calculate the CO burden using the nighttime observations, since the most intense fire plumes are observed in the evening. We can then assume that the plume
observed by IASI in the evening over the sea corresponds
to emissions during the previous day only. The background
total CO value is calculated in regions that should not be affected by the Greek fires, above the Mediterranean at the beginning of the fire event on 23 August. Figure 7 shows the
areas considered as background and fire plume for the 23th
(beginning of the fires) and the 25th (major burning). Since
winds weakened at the end of the period, plumes closer to
the fires are considered.
We estimate a total burden of 0.321 Tg CO. The background may be over-evaluated, but this effect will be compensated by the lack of sensitivity of the IASI observation
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/

in the boundary layer. This is likely to result in underestimated total CO, so that the value inferred here should be on
the low end of the actual CO emissions. According to the
EDGAR FT 2000 anthropogenic emission inventory, the total anthropogenic emissions over this region is ∼0.8 Tg CO
per year. This contribution should be included in our background value. We thus assume that most of the derived burden is due to the large fires. This fire event would then correspond, in terms of pollution emitted, to 40% of the total annual anthropogenic activities in only 7 days. The widely used
GFED inventory (version 2, van der Werf et al., 2006) gives
a total of 0.247 Tg CO emitted by biomass burning in Greece
during August 2007, 23% lower compared to the CO burden
derived from the IASI observations. We recalculated the total
emissions from the Greek fires using a bottom-up approach
based on an estimated total of 1700 km2 burned (EFFIS reported area for the Peloponnese) distributed at the location
of the fires based on the MODIS fire detection. Therefore,
the total area burned was multiplied by the fuels loading
(scaled by the burning efficiencies, A. Mieville, personal
communication, 2008) depending on vegetation type on a
0.5◦ ×0.5◦ grid (here from the GLC2000 vegetation types,
Bartholomé and Belward, 2005), and by the corresponding
CO emission factors (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). Using
this method, with average fuel loads of 1.8 kg dry matter
(DM)/m2 (standard deviation of 1.2 kg DM/m2 ) burned and
emission factor of 64.7 g CO/kg DM (standard deviation of
27.1 g CO/kg DM) in the region of the fires, we derive a total
of 0.348 Tg CO, 8% larger compared to the IASI CO burden,
41% larger compared to the GFED total.
In this case study, the direct use of the IASI retrieved CO
observations allows a preliminary analysis of the emissions.
Although an accurate evaluation would require inverse modeling using a full chemistry and transport model, this already
highlights the large uncertainties associated with the calculation of fire emissions. The Mediterranean region is often
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009
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affected by large wildfires but the associated emissions are
not always included in air quality models. In situ observations of trace gases and aerosols close to those fires would
greatly improve assessments of their local and regional impact.
3.3

Long range transport of pollution in August 2007:
correlation between trace gases and aerosols measured from space

The last week of August 2007 was characterized by a low
pressure area centered above Turkey and a strong anticyclone, centered above the Tyrrhenian Sea on 25 August, moving South-Eastwards and weakening in the following days.
This resulted in strong North-Easterly winds above Greece.
In addition to efficiently stirring the fires and increasing fire
propagation, these strong winds rapidly exported the emitted
pollution towards the South-West. On the 27th, a small low
pressure area formed south of the Peloponnese, deviating towards the East the main circulation pattern.
The total CO columns observed by IASI directly reflect the
advection of the fire emissions around the high pressure area.
Figures 8–9 show the total CO distributions (filtered) for both
daytime and nighttime observations from 23 to 30 August.
Emissions from the large fires in the Peloponnese are rapidly
(in less than one day) transported across the Mediterranean
towards North Africa (Libya and Tunisia). The fire plume is
then transported across North Africa around the high pressure system, recirculating to the Mediterranean basin over
Algeria. At the end of August, recirculation from the Greek
fire mix with local emissions from intense Algerian fires,
transported to the North-East towards Italy.
The CO transport observed by IASI is consistent with the
aerosol optical depths (fraction due to fine mode particles
only) retrieved from the MODIS instrument (Fig. 10) during
the day (Tanré et al., 1997). We use observations from both
Terra and Aqua satellites, which have equator crossing time
equal to 10:30 a.m. and 01:30 p.m., respectively, in order to
have better horizontal coverage. The aerosol level 2 products (version 5), given at 10×10 km horizontal resolution,
are merged and averaged over a 0.2◦ ×0.2◦ grid. Correlation
coefficients between the two distributions over the sea during the fire event vary between ∼0.5 on the 25 and ∼0.8 the
following days if we compare IASI and MODIS/Terra only
(closer overpass times). These results are consistent with previous analysis by McMillan et al. (2008) which show that
correlations are larger downwind from the emission region,
probably due to the lack of sensitivity of thermal IR instruments to the surface layers which results in a low bias close
to the emissions. These correlations may provide insight into
the emission ratios within the fire plume and the respective
lifetimes of trace gases and aerosols (Edwards et al., 2006).
However, such study is difficult for the region analyzed here
due to large uncertainties over deserts for both observations.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

In order to evaluate the information on plume height provided by IASI, we compare the retrieved CO vertical profiles
with the available CALIOP lidar observations on board the
CALIPSO satellite. Only two CALIPSO overpasses showed
signatures from the Greek fires (other satellite tracks during
this time period where too far from the fires), one crossing the fire plume above the Mediterranean on 25 August
2007 (Fig. 8) and the other above North Africa on 26 August
2007 (Fig. 8). Figure 11 shows the CALIOP 532 nm total
attenuated backscatter coefficients (level 1 version 2 data)
(Winker et al., 2003) averaged over these two regions (between 34.64◦ N and 35.71◦ N along the CALIPSO track on
the 25th; between 31.78◦ N and 32.32◦ N along the track
on the 26th), and every 60 m on the vertical. Clear aerosol
signals are observed around 1–3 km, with backscatter coefficients ∼4×10−6 m−1 sr−1 , of the same order of magnitude
as other events detected by surface lidar observations from
the EARLINET network in June 2007 in Athens (Papayannis et al., 2008). Since IASI and CALIOP do not have the
same overpass times (CALIPSO overpass a few minutes after AQUA), we have chosen to use trajectory calculations to
account for transport and allow the comparison of the same
air masses. Therefore, forward and backward trajectories
from the aerosol plume observed by CALIOP were computed using the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion
model (Stohl et al., 1998, 2002, 2005) with ECMWF meteorological fields (with resolution 1.125◦ ×1.125◦ , 6 h). Large
numbers of particles are released and transported, allowing
the estimation of the air masses dispersion. The expected location of the air masses detected by CALIPSO at the IASI
overpass time is shown in Fig. 8 (boxes). The corresponding
average IASI CO profiles for nighttime and daytime observations are shown in Fig. 11. On the 26th, only the nighttime
CO profile is shown as the daytime retrievals are removed by
the RMS filter. The profiles retrieved at the location of the
CALIOP plume (without transport) and in background conditions are also plotted for reference.
The low vertical resolution of the IASI CO profiles does
obviously not allow the precise location of the altitude of
the plume but the large CO enhancements observed in the
lower troposphere are consistent with the enhanced aerosol
extinction. On 25 August, accounting for transport lowers
nighttime CO and increases daytime CO, reconciling the order of magnitude of both measurements. On the contrary,
accounting for transport increases CO on the 26th. A small
secondary peak (∼170 ppbv) is observed around 5 km, which
could correspond to the aerosol enhancement at the same
level. Retrievals in background conditions show maximum
CO in the middle troposphere, further highlighting the capabilities of our retrieval to depart from the a priori profile,
even close to the surface. In spite of the lack of vertical resolution, the retrieved CO profiles thus seem to provide useful
information on the vertical level of the transport (lower, middle or upper troposphere).
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Fig. 8. IASI daytime (left) and nighttime (right) total column CO retrievals during the Greek fires event (23–26 August 2007), interpolated
on a 0.2◦ ×0.2◦ grid after application of the RMS filter (see text for detail). When available in the region of the fires (25 and 26 August
2007), the CALIPSO satellite track is indicated by a black dashed line, with the associated boxes used for the comparisons between IASI
and CALIPSO with transport correction.

Figure 12 shows a vertical cross-section across the main
plume as observed by IASI on the 25 during the night. The
cross-section reflects emission variability in the fire activity
and subsequent transport. The same general features are observed for the other days. Close to the fires, the profiles indicate large CO enhancements up to 4 km, with lower mixing
ratios close to the surface at night. Since the CO profiles exhibit a maximum at the surface during the day, this decrease
could be due to the low sensitivity to the first levels at night
(Sect. 3.2). However, these profiles, with a maximum CO
in the 1–2 km layer, are characterized by approximately the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/

same averaging kernels as the profiles further downwind with
largest CO in the two lower levels (see also Fig. 3, nighttime
profile in fire plume). This slight subsidence after the Peloponnese is also visible on the cross sections. Since retrievals
were done in similar conditions, this maximum at 2 km could
correspond to a real feature of the CO profile. The differences could then be due to variability in the fire activity, or to
a subsidence of the plume during the transport. A transport
around 2 km is also consistent with the CALIOP profiles.
The cross sections show that the fire plume is then transported in the lower troposphere towards the Libyan coast.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, for 27–30 August 2007.

The plume seems to be uplifted above the continent and
transported in the mid-troposphere: maximum at ∼2–3 km
on the 26 from emissions on 25 August, reaching 4–5 km on
the 27th from emissions on 26 August above North Africa
according to the nighttime observations (most retrievals are
filtered during the day in this region).
According to FLEXPART, the transport of the fire plume
is confined to the lower troposphere with a transport at constant level across the sea, followed by a slight uplift over
Algeria for some particles. However, the increasing altitude
of the plume over Libya is not reproduced in the trajectories.
This feature could in fact be due to the increasing boundary
layer height over this region (up to 2 km while it is barely
∼300 m above the sea) which could lower the sensitivity of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

IASI to the lower troposphere. Indeed, a relative decrease
of the DOFS and the contribution of the lower levels to this
DOFS in this region can be observed on Fig. 3.
On 30 August, large CO enhancements associated with the
Algerian fires are observed: up to 900 ppbv at the surface
close to the coast, with an ascending tendency towards the
sea and a transport at ∼2–3 km towards Italy. This uplift is
in good agreement with the trajectory calculations.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we evaluated the quality of the CO distributions retrieved from the IASI spectra under highly polluted
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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Fig. 10. Fine mode AOD retrieved from the MODIS/Terra and AQUA observations (averaged over a 0.2◦ ×0.2◦ grid) for 23–30 August
2007.

conditions resulting from wildfires. We focused our analysis on the record-breaking fires which burned more than
1700 km2 in Greece in only one week at the end of August 2007. The CO retrievals were undertaken using the
Fast Optimal Retrievals on Layers for IASI (FORLI) algorithm, based on the optimal estimation method (OEM).
Large CO enhancements were obtained above the Central
Mediterranean Basin, traveling from the fires in the Peloponnese across the sea towards North Africa. CO total columns
up to 24×1018 molecules/cm2 and absolute volume mixing
ratio up to 4 ppmv are retrieved in the fire plume off the
Greek coast on the 25 August. On the same day, up to
30×1018 molecules/cm2 and 22 ppmv (more than one hunwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/

dred times larger than the background levels) in the lower
troposphere are retrieved close to the fires above the Peloponnese, but with larger uncertainty (larger residual between observed and simulated spectra). The information content was
analyzed using the averaging kernels and the calculated degrees of freedom for signal (DOFS). The maximum sensitivity is reached in the free troposphere around 5 km and the vertical resolution is estimated to be 8 km. The DOFS depend
mostly on the thermal contrast and vary between ∼1.6 over
the sea and ∼1.8 over land during the day (reaching more
than 2 above hot surfaces). However, this improved sensitivity over land does not always apply directly above fires. Under extreme pollution cases, the averaging kernels show little
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009
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Fig. 11. Comparison for 25 and 26 August 2007 between CALIPSO backscatter coefficient profiles with enhanced aerosol layers in the region
of the Greek fire plume and both daytime and nighttime IASI CO profile retrievals for: the average profile collocated with the CALIPSO
data, and the CO profile accounting for transport (see text for details). The IASI a priori profiles and retrievals corresponding to background
levels (over the western part of the Mediterranean basin on 25 August, and on the eastern part on 26 August) are also shown for reference.

Fig. 12. IASI nighttime vertical profiles (left panel in log scale) along the plume on 25 August 2007. The corresponding latitude and
longitude coordinates are indicated on the x-axis. The corresponding location of the cross section is plotted on top of the total CO retrievals
(log scale) for the same day on the right panel.

sensitivity below ∼2 km which probably results from a combination of several factors: enhanced vertical mixing above
the fires could lower the thermal contrast; the temperature
and humidity profiles may be subject to larger uncertainties
close to the fires; and the large aerosol concentrations could
impact the quality of the retrieval. These uncertainties are
difficult to quantify due to the lack of independent observations. Saturation of the CO lines does not seem to be the
limiting factor for this case.
The quality of the retrievals was further evaluated using the RMS error on the final adjustment of the spectra
(RMS of the residuals). Filtering out the largest errors above
desert, the average RMS is 2.02×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr)
and is slightly increasing (by ∼14%) in the fresh fire
plumes. This highlights larger uncertainty in the fire
plumes than in background conditions. However, the
RMS remains reasonably close the expected radiometric noise (2.00×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr)), allowing quantitaAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4897–4913, 2009

tive use of the observations. Above fires, RMS above
3.00×10−9 W/(cm2 cm−1 sr) were found, the corresponding
retrieval should therefore be used with caution (qualitative
use only recommended). Among the different hypothesis
tested, one of the main contributions to these larger residuals
could be inhomogeneities within the IASI pixels (diameter of
12 km), which should be further analyzed. Validation based
on in situ profiles would however be required for a quantitative evaluation of the uncertainty on the CO retrievals. In
particular, the impact of small scale variation on the retrievals
should be further studied to better understand its importance
in different situations (fires, urban pollution, etc.).
Using the retrieved total CO in the fire plumes and removing the contribution from background levels, we estimated a
CO burden due to the Greek fires to 0.321 Tg, i.e. ∼40% of
the total annual anthropogenic emissions in Greece (according to the EDGAR FT 2000 inventory). This is ∼23% larger
than the emissions from the state-of-the-art GFED inventory
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4897/2009/
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for August 2007 in this region, and 8% lower than a calculation based on the total area burned in the Peloponnese during
this fire event only. In addition to highlighting uncertainties
in the calculation of fire emissions, this comparison further
verifies that the large enhancements observed by IASI are of
a correct order of magnitude.
The information provided on the long-range transport of
pollution associated with this event was studied through
comparisons to aerosol measurements. For the fire event,
the total columns of CO were well correlated with the
MODIS (Terra and Aqua) AOD, showing rapid transport of
trace gases and aerosols across the Mediterranean and North
Africa (less than one day to cross the sea from Greece to
Libya). The CO profiles indicate a transport at low altitude,
with larger enhancements in the lower troposphere. We verified this through comparisons with the CALIOP lidar measurements on board the CALIPSO satellite during the same
time period. Although the CALIPSO track did not cross the
main fire plumes as seen by IASI and MODIS, enhancements
in the backscatter coefficient were clearly visible along the
plume export pathway, at about 2 km. Comparisons with the
IASI CO retrievals, accounting for transport using FLEXPART trajectories, show that these correspond to CO levels above background with larger values below 4 km, in the
lower troposphere. We concluded that, although the vertical
resolution does not allow precise location of the fire plume,
the general level can be identified (upper/middle or lower troposphere). This information would be very valuable for the
evaluation of the fire injection heights in the chemistry and
transport models. Apparent evolution of the plume height in
the retrievals should however always be confronted to sensitivity profiles (averaging kernels) and critical meteorological
parameters such as surface temperature and boundary layer
height.
Further analysis of the FLEXPART and the vertical aerosol
profiles of CALIPSO is currently undertaken in order to
investigate the radiative impacts of these biomass burning
plumes. Analysis of the IASI data in conjunction with a
chemistry-transport model will allow further understanding
of the information content of the CO retrieval as well as an
evaluation of the impact on atmospheric chemistry of these
large fires on regional air quality, and in particular on ozone
production. The simultaneous IASI observation of CO and
ozone (Turquety et al., 2004; Eremenko et al., 2008; Boynard
et al., 2009; Keim et al., 2009) with shorter lived species,
among which NH3 and several volatile organic compounds
(Coheur et al., 2009) will also provide insight onto the fast
chemical processes occurring in the fire plumes. Further correlation analysis between trace gases and aerosol measurements will also allow the study of the interactions between
aerosols and photochemistry in the fire plumes.
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